
Movie Poster 
Overview: 

-Design a movie poster, use a real movie poster as a guide/template for layout and type usage. 

Use your own original images (Photos that you take of either you or your friends.) Do Not use 

existing images from movies or other individual’s art work. This means you will recreate the 

actual Movie Poster of your choice. The movie poster needs to have a person or person(s) on 

their original Movie Poster to go off of. When taking photos try and find people who resemble 

the people from the Movie Poster, also try and recreate the clothes as close as possible hair 

style etc. The closer the more fun and realistic your Movie Posters will turn out. 

 

Specifications: 

-Poster size 8.5x11 inches (5pts) 

-Resolution: 200 (5pts) 

-RGB Mode-This is because it is for print (5pts) 

-Use only original images-your own digital photos, scans, art, things or textures. (10pts) 

-Do not use any low resolution web images that are pixilated. (10pts) 

-Make sure when you resize an image with Free Transform that you hold down shift so it DOES 

NOT stretch your images! (10pts) 

 

Objections: (What you as a student are expected to accomplish) 

You will be able to demonstrate the ability to: 

-Set up a document at 7.5x10.75, with a resolution of 200 and in RGB mode. 

-Combine at least 3 different original images, 1 will be your photo of the person, your other 

images can be found from the internet etc. Make sure you are using full size images and not 

low resolution images. Keep all original raw images in a folder named raw images for you to 

hand in with your project. (10pts) 



-Create a mask when bringing in images. This is from Lesson 6 in your book starting on page 

162. This will help give you nice refined edges around hair. (10pts) 

-Clean up photos if needed using clone, patch, healing brush and other touch up tools. Look 

over Lesson 5 or check out these tutorial on PicMonkey (free online photo editing) (10pts) 

http://www.picmonkey.com/blog/tutorial-next-level-touch-up/ 

http://www.picmonkey.com/blog/tutorial-photo-retouching/ 

-Use Adjustment Layers to make tonal adjustments to the photos that you add in. Make sure 

they look the same when finished you don’t want one with a green tone and one with a red 

tone. Choose Adjustment Layers from the Layers menu or the Layers palette. (10pts) 

-Adding type to your movie poster, make sure that it looks like the actual font that is used on 

the movie poster that you chose to keep with the theme. (15pts) 

 

Grading: 

-This project is worth 100 points so make sure that you are working hard on this and that you 

are using all of the above that is required of you. 

 


